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THE THEORY OF HEAT.
A CRITICAL AND HISTORICAL ACCOUNT OF ITS

DEVELOPMENT.

1

BY DR. ERNST MACH.

INTRODUCTION.

IT

is

a

commonplace

of history that the

modes

of

thought with

which a given period is conversant and which have been acquired by the labors of generations past, are not always conducive
to the advancement of science, but frequently act as a clog on its
Time and again have inquirers who stood aloof from
progress.
the schools, like Black, Faraday, and Julius Robert Mayer, been

—

such as could only
and their freedom from the traditional professional views. And though the intellectual vigor and
unconstraint demanded by such performances are not the outcome

the originators of gigantic scientific advances,

have sprung from their lack

of bias

of either art or education, but are distinctively a

product of nature

and the exclusive gift of individuals, nevertheless the mobility and
untrammeled play of our thoughts may be greatly enhanced by
scientific education, at least if it looks beyond the fostering of talents
Hisrequisite merely for the mastery of the problems of the day.
torical studies are a

very essential part of a scientific education.

They acquaint us with other problems, other hypotheses, other
modes of viewing things, as well as with the laws and conditions
Under the pressure
of their origin, growth, and eventual decay.
which stood formerly in the foreground, other nowere formed, other problems
arose and found their solution, only to make way in their turn for
of other facts,

tions than those obtaining to-day

1

Translated from Mach's Principien der Wdrmilehre by

Thomas

].

McCormack.
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new ones

the

that

were

come

to

after them.

Once we have accus-

our ideas as merely a means for the
attainment of definite ends, we shall not find it difficult to perform
in our own thought the transformations that may be necessary.
A view, of which the origin lies bared before us, ranks in inti-

tomed ourselves

to regard

macy with one that we have personally and consciously acquired,
and of whose growth we possess the distinctest memory. It is
never invested with that immobility and authority which those
change
ideas possess that are imparted to us by education.

We

our personally acquired views far more easily.
Historical study affords still another advantage.

A

considera-

development, mutations, and decay of ideas leads
directly to the discovery, scrutiny, and criticism of the developmental process of our own unconsciously formed views. These latter,
tion

of

when
all

the

their process

of

growth

the insuperable might of

The purpose
to that of

my

not understood, confront us with

is

some

alien power.

of the present series of articles,

Mechanics*

is to

which

is

similar

trace the evolution of the concepts

which form the theory of heat. This task has been facilitated somewhat by a number of preliminary researches, but the undertaking
is upon the whole a far more complicated one than that set in my
Whereas the development of the fundamental prinearlier work.
ciples of mechanics was accomplished by three men within the
brief space of nearly a century, the growth of the theory of heat

Many

took an entirely different course.

investigators took part in

Slowly and searchby devious and uncertain ways, one little advance after another was made, and only very gradually did our knowledge of
these phenomena attain to its present magnitude and solidity.
And the reason is apparent. The motions of bodies are immediately accessible to the senses of sight and touch, and admit of
exact scrutiny in their entire behavior. Phenomena of heat, on the

the elaboration of this department of physics.
ingly,

other hand, lend themselves far less readily to observation.

They

are accessible to one sense only, are perceptible only discontin-

uously and under special conditions, and usually only when they
they therefore play a far more subordiare observed intentionally
;

nate role in both our intellectual and our perceptual

life.

They

and
can be brought within range of the dominant
their
invesfor
touch only indirectly and intricately. The devices
senses of sight

1

A
German by Thomas

The Science of Mechanics.

lated from the

cuts and illustrations.

and Historical Account of Its Development TransSecond, greatly enlarged edition. With 259
Chicago The Open Court Publishing Co.

Critical
J.

Pages, xz, 605.

McCormack.
:

;
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from the very outset of a predominantly inand there were thus insinuated into the very
first observations of the subject much subconscious bias and many
obscure metaphysical conceptions.
tigation therefore were
tellectual character,

HISTORICAL SKETCH OF THE DEVELOPMENT OF THERMOMETRY.
Of the sensations which we assume to be provoked in us by
surrounding bodies, the sensations of heat form a distinct series of
elements bearing a definite relationship to one another. They are
denoted by the words hot, warm, cool, cold, and so forth. The
bodies which produce these sensations likewise exhibit, both as to
themselves and as to other objects, a distinctive physical deportA very
ment, definitely associated with these sensational indicia.
hot body glows, gives forth light, melts, evaporates, or burns away

body congeals.

A

;

water on a hot plate evaporates
with a hissing noise; on a cold plate it freezes, etc.
This collective physical behavior of a body corresponding to our sensational
a cold

drop

of

criteria of heat (its collective reactions)

is

termed

its

thermal

state,

or state with respect to heat.

We should be unable to follow the physical processes here involved with anything like definiteness if we were restricted to sensations of heat as our criteria of ther-

Pour cold water from A
and hot water from C into a
third vessel B, and after holding the
left hand for a few seconds in A and
c
B
the right hand for the same length of
Fig.
time in C, plunge both hands into B
the same water will feel warm to the left hand and cold to the right.
The air of a deep cellar feels cold in summer and warm in winter,
although it can be definitely shown that its physical thermal reaction remains approximately the same the year round. 1
As a matter of fact, the sensation is determined not alone by
the body producing it, but partly also by the condition of the perceiving sensory organ, the susceptibility of which is always appremal

states.

(Fig. 1)

1.

In the same way the light
its antecedent states.
lamp seems bright on coming from a dark room, but dull on
coming from the sun-light. The sensory organs have, in fact, been
ciably affected by
of a

Cf.

lLike considerations were early advanced by Sagredo (Letter
Burckhardt, Erfindung des Thermometers, Basel, 1867.

to Galileo,

February

7th, 1615).
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biologically adapted not for the

maintenance

Where
cisive.

It

advancement

of favorable conditions of

sensation alone
is

is

of science but for the

life.

concerned, sensation alone

is

de-

then an indisputable fact that a body reacting phys-

same does feel at one time warm to us and at another
would be utterly unmeaning to say that a body that we
But where the physical deportment
to be hot is really cold.
body with respect to other bodies is concerned, we are obliged

ically the

cold.
feel

of a

It

about us for some distinguishing characteristic of this deportment which shall be independent of the variable and intricate
action of our senses and such a distinguishing characteristic has
been found.
It has long been known that the volumes of substances increase
or diminish, other circumstances remaining the same, according
In
as the sensations of heat produced by them are greater or less.
to look

;

the case of
It

alteration of

air, this

was familiar even

to

Hero

volume

is

striking in the extreme.

of Alexandria.

1

It

was Galileo, how-

ever, the great founder of dynamics, that appears to have

first

con-

ceived the felicitous thought of employing the volume of air as a

and of constructing on the basis of
thermoscope or thermometer. It was taken for granted

criterion of the thermal state,
this idea a

that an instrument of this kind

would indicate

the

thermal

condition of the bodies with

which

it

was

principle

in contact,

that

on the

bodies which

are unequally warm soon provoke exactly the same feeling

warmth when touched.
The dilatation of air by
heat was employed by Hero
of

mainly

for

the

performance
Figure 2,

of conjuring-tricks.

taken from page 53 of the Amsterdam edition of his work
(1680), illustrates one of these
devices. A fire being kindled
Pig.
on a hollow altar, the heated
air in the enclosure expands, and, pressing against the water in the
globe beneath, forces the same through a tube into a pail, which
2.

I

Heronis Alexandrini tpiritalium

liber,

Amsterdam,

1680.
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descending weight opens the door of the temple. When the
extinguished, the door closes.
Experiments of this character were quite to the liking of Cornelius van Drebbel, of Alkmaar in Holland, who enjoyed in his
day the reputation of a magician. In his Treatise on the Nature of
the Elements, Winds, Rain, etc., 1 published in 1608, the experiment
From a heated retort, the
illustrated in Figure 3 is described.
neck and orifice of which are plunged under water, air is expelled
in bubbles, and is replaced, after the retort cools, by the inrushing water.
The same experiment was described earlier by Porta,'2
who went so far even as to determine the amount of expansion of

by

its

fire is

the air by marking the limits of the occupied space before heating

and

But Porta did not

after cooling.

a thermoscope.

light

on the idea of making

In a translation by Ensl 3 of the Recre'atio?is ma-

PROBLEMA

Fig.

Fig

LXX XIII

De Thermomctro,

4.

si've

instrument/}

Drebeliano.

3.

thimatiques* page 132, the invention of the thermometer

is

ascribed,

Figure 4, to
But it appears from the researches of E. Wohlwill'5 and
Drebbel.
F. Burckhardt 6 that this supposition is entirely groundless. Neither
in the description

is

appended

Santorio of Padua, to

moscope

reproduced

to the cut

whom

in

important applications of the ther-

are rightly credited, the inventor

of

this

instrument.'

Viviani states in his biography of Galileo that the latter physicist
Galileo himself claims the ininvented the thermometer in 1592.
vention, and this opinion
rio, in a letter to

is

Galileo of

Burckhardt,

shared by Sagredo,

March

who knows

German

1

According

1

1 tre libri de spiritali di Giambattista della Porta, Naples,

3

Thaumaturgus mathematicus, Cologne,

4

First edition, 1624.

°

Pogg. Ann., Vol.

G

Burckhardt, Die Erfindung des Thermometers.

7

Cf Burckhardt.

to

loc. cit.,

there

is

a

Santo-

15, 161 5.
edition of this

book bearing the date

1606.

1651.

.

124, p. 163.
loc. cit.
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From Burckhardt's
in the

main,

it

investigations, which we are here following
appears indisputable that Galileo was the first to

employ the dilatation
and that he therefore

The form
after

it,

is

of this

given

of air for registering states of heat,

is the inventor of the thermometer.
thermometer, as well as of those patterned

in its essential

features in Figure

chief inconvenience of the instrument

depend on the pressure

of the

is

that

its

5.

The

indications

atmosphere, for which reason

made in immediate succession furnish
comparable results. The division of the scale is mostly
only observations
quite arbitrary.

Here begins the

real history of the de-

velopment of scientific thermometry, of which it is our
purpose to give a brief sketch in the following pages.
In
doing this, it shall be our endeavor so to array the facts that the
mode in which each idea provoked its successor, and each step
prepared for the one that came after it,
shall be at once apparent.
The form of the air-thermometer
has
undergone many modifications.
Guericke's thermometer differs from
the original type, above described, in
external construction only, and by its
greater expenditure of mechanical force.
The instrument described by Sturm, 2 on
1

the other hand,

a closed differential

is

thermometer and

is

independent of the

The

pressure of the atmosphere.
the bulb (Fig. 6a)

umn

of liquid,

ture's rising,

is

air in

confined by a col-

which, on the tempera-

is

forced into

tube, the air-space of which

the longer
is

shut

off

from the outside atmosphere.
A siphon-shaped air-thermometer
closed at both ends and similar in form
to the differential thermometer, but hav-

ing only one bulb
Fig.

6.

filled

with

air,

the other

containing a vacuum, was invented by

Frenchman Hubin 8 (Fig. 6/>).
rangement we owe to Dalence.
the

A

similar but less perfect ar-

4

1

Guericke, Bxftrimtnta Magdeburgica,

2

Collegium experimental? sive curiosum, Niirnberg, 1676.

•ICf.

Reyher, Ptteumatica,

1725, p. 193.

1672.

I

Trait* des barometres

et

thermometres,

1688.
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introduced into thermometry by

His thermometers consist

eight centimeters in diameter (Fig.

7),

glass ball

of a

almost

filled

with

A
air.

about
This

excluded from the atmosphere by a column of
mercury, which partly fills the ball A and the thin
air is

vertical tube

BC

(1

mm.

When

wide).

the ball

heated, the volume of the air contained in

very slightly altered, while
creased greatly as

is

mercury, mn, which

expansive force

also the height of the

is

only
is in-

column

of

bears.

it

Amontons, who

its

it is

is

acquainted with the works of

Mariotte and makes reference to them, discovers that
the total pressure,

inclusive of that of the atmos-

phere, which a quantity of air in

A

will bear

when

immersed in cold water is increased by one-third of
its amount when A is plunged into boiling water.
This augmentation of pressure always amounts to

Fig.

7.

exactly one third of the total initial pressure, whatever the latter

be and whatever the quantity of air in the ball. On the strength
of this experiment Amontons concluded that the temperature of
boiling
filled

was constant.

To

obtain a greater range of pressure, he

the ball with air by a simple contrivance until

it

bore

at the

column of mercury 73
"tempered," as he phrased it, the

boiling temperature the total pressure of a

inches in height.

With

the air

column was some 19 inches shorter.
These air-thermometers are not independent

of the pressure of

the atmosphere, but the resulting errors admit of rectification by
the barometer.

Amontons discussed

the great lack of conformity in

the readings of the spirit-thermometers then in use, and

made

the

attempt to graduate them more accurately by comparison with his
own. He also endeavored to make determinations of high temperatures, by heating one extremity of an iron bar to white heat and
ascertaining by the air-thermometer the temperature of the point
at which tallow just begins to melt, the temperatures of the remaining points being determined by methods of intrapolation and extrapolation not entirely beyond criticism.
In one of his memoirs 2 Amontons actually declares the expansive force of the air to be the measure of the thermal state (temperature), and advances the conception that the lowest possible degree
of cold answers to an expansive force of zero. In his view, accord\Histoire de
2

V Academic des

Sciences, Paris, 1699, 1702, 1703.

Mimoires de I'Acadhnie, Paris,

1703,

page 50

ff.
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ingly, the greatest

summer-heat was

to the greatest winter-cold, in

Paris, as 5:6.

A remarkable
adopting,

in

instance of bias

of his brilliant conception of

— the

is

Amontons

exhibited by

addition to the boiling-point of water, and

in

in his

the face

an absolute zero-point of temperature,
test of "cold " water for

and unnecessary
indicating a second fundamental point.
totally unreliable

Amontons also gives expression to other interesting views.
Having observed that the increase in the expansive force on a rise
of temperature is proportional to the density of the air, he suggests
explaining earthquakes by assuming very dense and heated layers

He computed

of air in the interior of the earth.

would have the density

leagues' depth

the compressibility of air has in
sibly extend

consists

that air at 18

mercury.
Nevertheless,
his opinion a limit, and cannot posof

beyond the point where the "springs" of which the air
in contact.
Heat consists of "particles in motion."

come

It will

be seen that the ideas of Amontons in so far constitute
advance as they permit of the construction of

a decided step in

genuinely comparable thermometers.
tively

espoused them.

The

Subsequently Lambert ac-

scale of temperature at present in use

Amontons.
Lambert makes considerable use of the air-thermometer.
Like Amontons he regards the expansive force of the air as the
actually coincides with that of
1

measure

and he also assumes an absolute point
correspond to the expansive for^e zero.
But following
Renaldini he selects the melting-point of ice and the boiling-point
of water as the fundamental points of his scale, fixes the expansive
of the temperature,

of cold to

force of the air at the first point at 1000

be

1

41 7,

whence would follow

and finds

for *he

it

at the latter to

coefficient of expansion,

0.417, as contrasted with the 0.375 of Gay^Lussac.
In a later experiment, Lambert 2 actually obtained the figures 0.375. Lambert
also graduated spirit-thermometers by his air-thermometer, and

attached to the

latter, in

view

of

the variations of barometric pres-

sure, a moveable scale.

More than

a century after Amontons, in the year 1819, two inClement and Desormes, without a knowledge of Amonresearches, hit upon exactly the same idea of an absolute

vestigators,
tons's

zero of temperature. 8
In recent times very perfect air-thermometers have been con-

structed by Jolly and others.
J

2Loc.

cit.,

'•

The most ingenious and

Lambert, Pyromttrie, Berlin,

page.

4;.

1799,
A

pages

original

29, 40, 74.

Journal de physique. Vol.

89.
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forms are those devised by Pfaundler. The description of them,
however, does not fall within the scope of the present work, which
is

restricted to considerations of principle.
It is

ume

not surprising that the pronounced alterations of the vol-

of air

when heated should have

first

that the less conspicuous alterations of

attracted attention

and

the volumes of liquids

should not have been noticed until later. The difficulty of handling
the first air-thermometers and their dependence on the pressure of
the atmosphere could not fail to arouse the desire of supplanting

The

them by some more convenient instrument.

philosophical

impulse to extend the results of single observations to new and
Said
untried cases, the impulse to generalise, was never wanting.
Galileo: "In the opinion of the schools of the philosophers it has
been proved to be a true principle that the property of cold is to
contract and the property of heat to expand."

1

Reflections of this

character must have prompted investigators to inquire whether the
property observed in connection with the air could not be demonstrated also in connection with liquids.

In

all

French

likelihood, a

was the inventor of the liquid thermometer. 2 Viviani attributes the invention to Ferdinand II. Grand
Duke of Tuscany (1641). The latter constructed sealed spiritphysician, Jean

Rey

(1631),

,

thermometers. The oldest of these instruments registered twenty
degrees in snow and eighty degrees at the greatest heat of
ft^
summer. The degrees were marked with beads of enamel
fused on the glass stem

The shape and mode

The form

is

given in Figure

8.

thermometers
underwent considerable modification at the hands of the
Sealed thermometers were at first
Florentine Academy.
recommended in England by Robert Boyle, 3 who also
called attention to the- importance of a comparable thermometric scale and to the constancy of the freezing-point
As a fundamental point of reference, however,
of water.
of division of these

Boyle gave preference to the congealing-point of aniseed
oil, which Halley seems to have made extensive use ofThe most rational division of the scale, in Boyle's opinion,
was that which directly indicated the fractional increment Fig. 8.
of volume by which the spirit expanded from the fixed
point,
a convention which actually dispenses with a second funda-

—

k

mental point.
In France, De la Hire (1670) conducted observations with a
sealed thermometer constructed by Hubin. Dalence (1688) selected
1

Burckhardt,

/.

cit, p. 19.

2Burckhardt,

/.

cit., p. 37.

3

Experiments Touching

Cold, 1665.
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two points of reference, to the importance of which attention had
been called by Fabri.
Dalence's fixed points were the freezingpoint of water and the melting-point of butter, the distance between which he divided into twenty equal parts.
Halley 1 determined the amounts of expansion of water, mercury, and air between the points of intense winter cold and the
boiling of water.
He observed on this occasion that the tempera-

was constant, and recommended mercury
Use of both the freezing and the
boiling points for the graduation of thermometers was first made
by Renaldini. 2 The same inquirer also proposed the taking of mixtures of definite weights of ice-cold and boiling water as standards
ture of the boiling-point

as a thermometric substance.

for the

graduation of thermometers.

The

first really good comparable spirit-thermometers were
manufactured, according to Ch. Wolff, 3 in the year 1714, by Fahrenheit, who soon after also adopted mercury as his thermometric sub-

and in 1724 made his method public. 4 Fahrenheit denoted
the temperature of a mixture of water, ice, and sal ammoniac by o,
that of melting ice by 32, and that of the blood by 96.
He probably waived the use of the constant boiling-point of water.
Reaumur 5 chose the freezing and boiling points for the construction of his spirit-thermometers, and divided the distance between them, which on the Fahrenheit scale occupies 180 divisions,
into 80 divisions.
Deluc retained Reaumur's scale, but substituted
mercury for spirits. Celsius (1742) divided the interval between
the fundamental points into 100 parts, calling the boiling-point o
and the freezing-point 100. Stromer subsequently reversed this
order, and produced the scale now in common use.
Most difficult to observe was the dilatation of solid bodies by
heat.
The first experiments in this direction were doubtless conducted by the Accademia del Cimento. 6 It transpired that bodies
which fitted exactly in orifices before heating could not be passed
through them at all after heating. The difficulty of determining
linear dilatations by the measuring rod was known to Dalence
(1688), Richer (1672), and others. Musschenbroek devised for this
purpose in 1729 the well-known quadrant pyrometer, and S'Gravesande put the experiments of the Florentine Academy (the sphere
and ring) into the form in which we now have them. Lowitz, in
stance,
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Philosophical Transactions, 1693.

ZActa Eruditorum,
8
6

1714.
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Philosophia naturalis, Padua, 1694.
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des Sciences, Paris, 1730, 1731.
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1667.
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measured in a very crude manner the elongation of a twentyexposed to the noonday sun, and found its expansion

foot iron bar

be the 1/2500 part of its length. 1 In the case of solid bodies it
was most natural to determine the linear dilatation, whereas with
liquids and gases the voluminal dilatation was that most easily
ascertained,
this being equal for slight expansions to three times
to

—

the linear.

A

voluminal expansion, which alone has
wide differences in
From the thermal state of melting ice
the deportment of bodies.
to that of boiling water, air, and gases generally, expand roundly

comparison

of the

meaning when applied

1/3 of their bulk,

to all bodies, exhibits

mercury 2/100, lead not quite 1/100, glass ap-

It is thus intelligible why first the dilatation
proximately 2/1000.
of the air, then that of liquids, and lastly that of solids was exhaust-

ively investigated.

The researches above summarised show distinctly the devious,
manner in which the fundamental facts
thermometry were reached. One inquirer discerns one impor-

laborious, and very gradual
of

tant aspect,

and another

a single other.

forgotten and must be rediscovered,

manent

acquisitions.

With

in

Things discovered are
order to attain to per-

the researches given, the period of

preliminary tentative investigation ceases, and there succeeds a
series of critical works, to which we shall next give our attention.
[to be continued.]
1

Lambert, Pyrometrie, Berlin,

1779, p. 121.

